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PREPARATION OF A IONG.TERU STMTEGY

Ttre first part of this report provides a
surunary of the steps Eaken so fer and the action
planned in connexion with the preparation of a
Long-term strategy for the Onchocerciasis Control
Prograrnme. IE is submitted to the Expert
Advisory.Cornmittee essentialLy for thl purpose of
informat ion.

In the second part of the report, a set of
objectives for Ehe long-term strategy is
presented with a view to inviting cormnents from
members of the Cormnittee.

1. Background and approach

1.1 Ttre Joint Prograrnme Committee (.rpc) at its third session (December 19g2)decided i4qr alia- that a Long-term strategy (Lts) for the onchocerciasis conrroLPrograrrmffiiFFe worked out before the clmpletion of phase rr of the progranrne(1980-85) and that this strategy would be accomfa"i"a uy medium- and rong-rerm cost
estirnates.l

1.2 - Immediately following the JPC session, the Committee of sponsoring Agencies(csA) defined its role in the preparation of the LTS as one of monitoring itselaboration and implementation in order to provide substantive support and guidanceto JPC in these resPects. At a subsequent cSA session (February ila:l it wasemphasized that the preparation of the strategy would be the responsibility of OCp,involving the key operational and scientific staff, and it was decided to appoint aStrategy Coordinator who would be responsible to the Programme Director for workingout the Process and schedule of LTS development, coordinating the variouscontributions according to this schedule and soliciting theii timely submission,preparing, in full consultation with ocp staff, the first draft of lne r,rs
document, and ensuring that the strategy proposals are given due consideration by
the various OCP cornmittees before the final submission to JpC. Ihe rtTerms of
Referencerr for the strategy are found in Annex 1.

rDocument JPC/3, paragraphs 11.17 and 12.1
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1.3 In view of the fact that the long-term strategy and the corresponding cost
estimates will provide the basis for fund-raising during 1985 in respect to Phase
III (1986-1991) of the Prograrnme, the final LTS proposal would need to be presented
to the fifth session of JPC (December 1984) for consideration and approval by that
Committee. In the meantime, LTS drafts will be considered throughout the process
of preparation by OCP bodies such as CSA, EAC, and by a session of National
Onchocerciasis CommitEees (UOCs) whose comments and suggestions will be given due
consideration in the further elaboration of the LTS document. It is intended to
present a progress report to the fourth session of the JPC (December 1983) at which
time the preparation of the first draft will be well underway. The tTS document
ehould be finalized by the end of March 1984, thus allowing for its consideration
by the various OCP bodies referred to above before submission to JPC in December
t 984.

1.4 An important contribution to the LTS preparaEion will be a Scientific Review
of the Progranune. Ihis review will bring together in one document the operations
and scientific experience of OCP including that resulting from OCP supported
studies and research. The review, to which contributions are provided by OCP staff
and scientists who have been working or are thoroughly familiar with the Programme,
is currently being compiled and will be available for use in the preparation of the
LTS draft document by November 1983.

1.5 In the first instance, the LTS draft document witl present a number of
options each based on a different set of assumptions. AfLer successive
consideration by various OCP bodies, it is expecEed that one I'preferred strategyrr
will emerge which wiLl then be presented to JPC as the strategy recommended for
adoption. The other opEions will be sunnnarized in the final document and reasons
wil-L be given why chey did not qualify for recommendation. A fair amount of
flexibility musE be built into Ehe strategy and allowance will be made for
adjustment as and when new operational and scientific developments occur.

1.6 An importanE consideration in developing the strategy will be how best to
promote and support the tlevolution process. Serious thought has been given to this
question by the OCP Secretariat and meeEings of government experts have been held
in order to clarify the issues invoLved. Annex 2 to this report provides the
principles of and approach to the devolution process while Annex 3 describes in
some detail the action taken so far and Lists some of the recommendations emanating
from meetings heLd under OCP auspices.

2. Definition of Programme objectives

2.L As a first step in the preparation of a strategy it would seem important to
attempt a definition of the objectives of the Onchocerciasis Control Prograrnme. In
.view of the facE that surveillance and possibly control accivities will need to be
continued after OCP ceases operations, some of which are E,o be continued by an
intercountry facility, it will be necessary to consider the final objective of
onchocerciasis control as applying to the OCP period as well as Eo the period
following the discontinuation of OCP activities as such.

i;-
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2.2 Suggestions for an overall final objective, for supporting objectives related
to oPerations during the OCP and post-OCP periods, and for subobjectives are
contained in Annex 4 to the present report. Any coments andlor suggestions
offered by members of the Conurittee would be welcome.
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OCP IONG.TERM STMTEGY

Terms of Reference

I. DEFlNITION

1. As a basis for the future financing of the OCP it is necessary, es requested
by JPC at its third session, that a long-term etrategy be formulated which wiLL
detail the operational pathrrays to be followed to enable the t'objectivet'of the
Progranrne to be met within a specified time-scale leading ultimately to the
devolution of activities towards the Participating Countries. The responsibitity
for this task will rest with the Director, OCP. Ihe terms of reference are es
fo1 lows:

(i)

(ii)

To refine the objectives of the Programme in the light of current
experience and reeults.

To identify the optimal pathways to bring the Programme to a
successful concLusion.

(iii) To prepare a strategy
to the various options

- the results achieved
accumulated since 1973
disease;

document identifying the cosEings appropriate
proposed, taking into consideration:

by OCP including the scientific results
regarding the f1y, the parasite, and the

- the technical experience acquired from about 10 years of spraying
operations, monitoring and surveillance, and the advantages of the
techniques used but also their limitations;

- the financial constraints both of the Donor conrnunity and the
Part icipating Countries ;

- the potential and limitations of chemotherapy, either through drugs
killing the macrofil.ariae, or sterilizing the females, stilL to be
developed and/or through existing drugs or a combination Ehereof, and
the distribution of drugs;

- the potential for West African countries concerned to become
responsible for maintaining achieved results successfully,
individually accounting for poLitical, economical and social factorsl

- the determination of credible boundaries for the control area in
view of the state of present experience and the decisions to extend
protecEioa boEh southward and westward;
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- the managerial and organizational sLructure of OCP, as has existed
so far but also as needed in an operation involving, in addition to
insecticiding the core area of OCP, ne\., means and a much broader area;

- the original economic justification of OCP, achievements in that
regard so far and potential achievements over the next 10 years and

beyond, taking into account the economic potential weighted relative
to the region.

II. PARAI"IETERS

2. The audience will be composed of: Donors (current and potential);
participating Countries and Ehose concerned by the l^Iestern extensions; OCP itself,
since the Plan of Operation for Phase III must reflect the Long-Term Strategy; and

the internationaL scientific conrmunity at Large, because its role in support of OCP

vis-l-vis governments and private foundations is of importance.

3. The Long-Term Strategy will present to its audience a credible and acceptabLe
process by which the Prograrmne will terminate successfully. A credible process is
one that is technicall,y sound and financiall-y feasible. Technical soundness
requires that the process has a reasonable chance of success in achieving
objecCives. An acceptable process is one thaE meets major PreoccuPations of the
audience.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

4.A".@2theobjecEiveofthePrograrrmeneedstoberedefinedonthe
basis of the currently available scientific and technical results and on reasonable
assumptions regarding the time frame and resources as outlined above. They should
be aehieved through a prccess in which the leve1 of control activities can be

maintained by the countries themselves, individually and collective1y. The time
frame should be determined by technical, considerations and the need to maintain an
efficient 1eve1 of control, but should not exceed 12 years (two financial phases,
starting with Phase III). Included in the same objective is the extension of the
benefits of the currenE programme to the counfries that are part of the accepted
exEens ion.

5. The second $g could identify the means available to reach the objective and

as6esstt.eilcpotentia1and1imitations:aPreconditionforthiswou1dbe
documentation and initial review of the scientific and technical results gathered
so far by che Prograurme in a manner Ehat sarisfies the international scientific

. conrnunity. This is important because continuous progress in understanding the
'disease and the vector has sErategic implications particularly for the maintenance
operat ion.

6. A third step would be an examination of critical questions faced by OCP which
the Long-Term Strategy must address. These are:
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A. A scientific redefinition of the present Prograrnnre boundaries based on
biological criteria. Ttrese criteria need to be developed based on:

(i)

( ii)

(iii )

vector differentiation and distribution,

strains of parasites and resulting disease patterns, and

type of terrain and infrastructure needs.

B. An evaluation of the scientifically established boundaries in terms of
operational feasibility. Ttris implies a critical reevaluation of the
Southern limits of the OCP area and of the l{estern extensions.

C. The determination of the number of larvicides which need to be available at
all times:

(i)

(ii)

Eo sustain operations in the current OCP area, and

to undertake extensions and determine alternative vector control
method s.

A critical asaessment of the economy of the present operation, including:

variable costs.(i) Identification of fixed and

(ii) Opportunities for cost reducLion:

by applicatiion of modified epidemiological criteria

by changes in vector control schedules

devolut ion

(iii)

- other means.

Determination of indicators/yardsticks enabling assessment of the
economic efficiency of the operation.

D.
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E. A critical assessment of the potential impact of chemotherapy on the
Prograrnme, particularly:

(i) potential time frame for the development of macrofilaricides and
probability of success;

(ii) review of the poEential operational problems of large scale
chemotherapy;

(iii) viable alternatives to macrofilaricides during Phase III and in the
long term;

(iv) deveLopment of indicators enabling measurement of progress in
chemotherapy development.

F. A critical assessment of the potential" and limitation of devolution in
maintaining control of the disease, particularly with regard to the financial
and inatitutional absorptive capacity of the Participating Countries.
Regarding modalities foi devolution, can maintenance of control in areas
where devol.ution is feasible be undertaken as projects by the naEional
Bovernment, independently from but technically assisted by OCp?

G. An assessment of the need for extension:

(i) What would happen to the current Pnogranrne in terms of control of the
disease if the proposed Southern and l{estern extensions r{rere noE
implemented?

(ii) What alternaEive control strategies can be considered?

(iii) rs any of these a viable alternative to extending control of the
disease in the proposed extension areas with the vector control
operation currently used by OCP?

(iv) Can extension be undertaken at a rate concomitanE with and in
proportion to the handing over of present OCp operations to
Participating Countries (see F above).

H. A review and documentation of the socioeconomic impact of OCP to date
particularly with regard Eo spontaneous resettlements.
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7. As a fourth *p., the long-Tem Strategy could define trro to three basic
strategic s;;;;tio;=ting into accounc resoLution of these issues identified
earlier. Although these scenarios should be equally feasible, they would reflect
different assumptions on the means, such as timing for chemotherapy, absorptive
capacity of ParEicipating Countries for taking over control operations, etc. Each
scenario would be costed and staff implications identified. Out of these possible
scenarios, the Corunittee of Sponsoring Agencies (CSA) would agree on one that would
become the basic strategy for Phase III.

8. In its next steps, the selected strategy could be submitted to three
assumptions on the 1eve1 of funding for the Phase III:

(i)

( ii)

(iii)

For each

availabl.e funding of

available funding of

available funding of

Phase III equaL to that of Phase II;

Phase III 40% less than that of Phase II;

Phase III 402 more than that of Phase II.

level of funding, the irnplications should be clearly spelled out:

- on the final objective;

- on the

- on the

Such activities
be identified.

financing of subsequent phasesl

time frame needed to terminate OCP successfully.

as have to be eliminated from or can be added to phase III should

OPERATIONAL CONSIDEMTIONS

9. A preliminary document detailing the potential strategy or strategic options
should be submitted for review no later than 3L March 1984 and a finaL document
ready for presentation to the JPC by 30 August 1984.

10. Ttre Long-Term Strategy would be elaborated under Ehe authority of a project
manager reporting directly to Director, OCP. Ihe staff of OCP would be backed by
long-tetm consultants. Short-term consultanEs would be recruited to provide
expertise on specific Easks.

11. Ihe CSA, being responsibLe for transmitting all documents to the JpC, wiLl
progressively review the Long-Term SEretegy in its deveLopment. Prior to its
submission to the JPC, this doculent wi1l. be submitted for consideration by theother statutory bodies of the Prograrune. It is thus suggested that, on thl basisof the tems of reference, the ocp strategy team, in planning the exercise,
establish review poinEs. After each review point, it should also schedule a
reasonable time to incorporate revisions steuming from the review.
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DEVOLUTION

Principles and Approach

1. Background

1.1 The extent to which the health adminstrations of the Participating Countries
in the Onchocerciasis Control Prograrmne (OCp) witt eventually assume surveillance
and control activities and the modalities for the preparation for and
implementation of a corresponding devolution process received scant, if. any,
attention in the report of the Preparatory Mission to the countries included in the
Programne area. Nor did the Evaluation Report on the first four years of OCP
operations make any reference to direct participation of national health
adminiatrations in the activities of the progranrme.

1.2 The first mention of the need for involvement of the Participating Countries
in OCP operations was made in 1981 by the WHO Independent Conrmission on the
long-terrn prospects of the Onchocerciasis Control Progiamme which in its report(page .57, .Para. 7.2) emphasized that t'... not only will such invoLvement beessential in the long tem, but the current lack of adequate integration between
the oCP and the Participating Countries reduces the Prograrmne's ability ro act as a
catalyst for health system development in the area.t' In the following paragraph
!7.3J !h" Independent Comnission examines the process and implications ofdevolution and concludes by reconrnending tt... only limited devolution for the
inrnediate futurert while in a medium-t"r, p"rspective it is suggested that humansurveillance (epidemiological evaluation) and hydrological obser-v-ations couLd ,,...sensibly be undertaken by an individual country (rather than on a regionalbasis)..." (page 58, paragraphs 7.7 and 7.8). As rlgards longer-rerm pro.p""iir"r,the Cornnrittee felt that vecEor surveillance and vector control activiiies could bedevolved tt... once the maintenance phase (was) estabLished...tt with thecontinuation and transformation of OCP into an tt... intercountry coordinatingsurveillance centre working with national teams who will also broaden theiiactivities to encompass other endemic diseases". (page 59, para. 7.10).

1.3 The Expert Advisory conrmittee (rRc) at its second session in October 1981 when
considering the report of the Independent Commission t'... fuLty supported thedevolution of activities to the countries as soon as national caiabilities would
guarantee continuation of the operations without risk...t'which would call for tt...
an intensification of the oCP training progranrme.tt The Conrmittee also supportedthe suggestion t'... that devolution of vector surveil-1ance activities stroufa be
foreseen only during the maintenance phasett and stressed that ,,... (ttre)
developmenE of OCP into a multidisease ceatre should only be envisaged in the
Longer term.'r (OCP/EAC/81.1, page 7, paras 22 ar.d 23).
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1.4 During its consideration of the reporE of the Independent Commission at its
second session (December 1981) the Joint Progranrne Committee (.lpC) concluded as
fo1lor,rs: t'Devolution of Prograrmne activities to the Participating Countries must
be carefull.y negotiated and prepared, through the creation of national monitoring
and control capacity covering also other major endemic diseases; the services
could be based on a small central body of expertise in epidemiology, entomology,
and one or two other specializations, and a field scructure capable of implementing
the primary health care approach, static for some countries, mobile for others, as
appropriaEe I a proper career structure should be elaborated by about 1990,
progressive takeover ensuing by 1995." At the same time JPC rr... regretted that
no suggestions were put forward regarding gradual devolution.rt (JPCl2, page 12,
paras. 7.7 and 7.11).

1.5 In Ehe I,IHO 1982 progress report on the Onchocerciasis Control Programme there
is mention of a series of meetings, held in the WHO Regional Office for Africa, to
define the measures that need to be taken in connexion with the devoLution process
(OCP/PR/82.4, page 23, para.117). These preparatory steps were noted by EAC at
its third session in September L982 with the recommendation that OCP initiate
studies regarding the infrastructure required in countries to provide surveill,ance
and maintenance services; determine the resources needed for such an
infrastructurel and develop standards and methods for detection and early warning
systems at the national 1eve1. In the opinion of the Committee the country
infrastructure might take the form of multidisease surveillance and control units
linked together on an intercountry basis. The importance of developing future
surveillance, maintenance and treatment services within the national primary health
care systems r{as fully recognised by EAC (OCP/EAC)82.1, page 21, para.114-116).

1.6 Director, OCP reported to the third session of JPC that a working group of
senior officj.al"s from four Participating Countries had met in Ouagadougou to
identify OCP activities for which countries themselves could begin taking
responsibility, the nationaL structures required, the minimum resources required,
and a timetable. Furthermore, a working group had been set up in the I,trHO Regional
Office in Brazzaville to 1ay the "preliminary foundations" for devolution (JPCl3,
page 7, para. 4.25). Members of JPC stressed the importance of the gradual
transfer of responsibilities ro the Participating Countries and the need for
devolution to be linked with primary health care systems. Although it was now the
wish of a number of Participating Counrries to start devolution earlier Ehan
1990-1995, as recortrnended by the Independeot Conrmission, it was recognized that it
would be necessary to "... proceed very gradually and cautiously...tt. The

Programme Director also foresaw tt... that, when the Progranrne had reached its
objectives, an intercountry orgatization would need to be set up to coordinate
control activities, research and training in the Participating Countries.t' (.ffC73,
page 9, paragraphs 4.39 and 4.40).

L.7 At its twetfth sessior..in February 1983, the CSA emphasized the importance of
devolution within the cor,7:'ext of laying down long-term strategies and stressed the
need to start prepatatj/,ns inmediarely if the deadline of 1990-L995 indicated by
the Independen t Cot,./ssion h,ere to be met (ocP lcSAlL2, page 3, Para. 3 ) . The
Cormnittee tlnen idey'-ified a number of critical issues relevant to the clarification
of the devoluto26rocess (ocP/csA/l2, page 4, para. 5).

,/
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1.8 Since 1982 the devolution issue has been, and will continue to be, a recurrent
item on the agenda of National onchocerciasis Committeest (NoCs) sessions. It is
expected that NOCs will play a predominant role in the devolution process, in close
collaboration with the OCP secretariat, and that these Conrmittees will assume
important-. responsibilities in the planning, prograurning and management of
"devolvedt' activities.

1.9 As an aside, it is interesting to note that the current discussions on
possible future OCP or OCP-like operations in the Western Extension area (Mali,
Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Senegal and Sierra Leone) focus to a large degree on the
extent to which national authorities would undertake themselvls certain
surveillance and control activities beginning at an early stage of fiel.d operations.

2. Definition of devolution

2.L The tetm I'devolution, is defined in the Concise Oxford DicEionary (1964) asrrdescent through a series of changestt, trdelegation of word or powertt andrrdegradation of speciestt, the last definition being rather special "na slightly
amusing considering the contexE within which it is being considered. In a norking
PaPer (nOC 7 /4) prepared by the OCP secretariat, t'devolutiont' as seen in
conjunction with onchocerciasis control in the seven countries concerned is defined
as t'... a Progressive process of transfer of activities presently carried out by
the Prograrnme to the national structures of the countries concerned after having
made sure that the countries are capable of continuing and maintaining the
objectives achieved by the Progranrnet'.

2.2 The definition offered by the ocP secretariat would on Ehe whole seem toreflect the essentials of the devolution process. If, Eherefore, a slightly
modified version is suggested in the foll-owing, it is only to emphasize some of the
comPonents of this process so as to aLLow for an analysis of its implications. The
suggested version would read: "Devolution, in the context of OCP, is a process
whereby the activities of the Programme are gradualLy, and on a selective basis,
taken over by Participating CounEries when the national health administrations
concerned have developed the technicaL and operational capacity to undertake such
activities - with the support, as and when required, of OCP or a subsequent
intercountry facility - in a manner which will al1ow for onchocerciasis control in
the entire area to reach the stated objectives and tergets at the set time.rl

2.3 The Committee of Sponsoring Agencies (see para. L.7 above) and the OCP
secretariat have both identified premises and issues which would need to be taken
into consideration in planning, preparing and implementing the devolution process.
In the following section of this paper an attempt is made to broadty outline the
essential issues inherent in this process as well as the manner in which they could
be deal-t with. In so doing ample use has been made of the material refeired to
above.
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3. Maior issues inherent in the d.tol"tio. p*

3.1 Obviously one of the principal questions will be: what will be devolved, in
which order and when? This issue calls for technical as welL as operational and
economic consideration. Even if an activity could be transferred to some or all of
the Participating Countries with the assurance that it would be carried out at a

technically satisfactory 1eve1, other activities, not yet t'ripe f-or a handing
overtt, migirt be operationally so closely related to it that the transfer would have

to wait for the other activities to become ready for government takeover. A1so,

for certain activities the most economical approach could well be that of continued
OCP operations until countries reach the stage of mainfenance. The search for
answers to these questions should be based essentially on OCP experience and would
consequently require a thorough analysis of past and current operations by the
Programme staff concerned in order for them to make reconrmendations concerning lhe
issrres mentioned above. In so doing the OCP staff would keep in mind their general
impression of the situation as regards overall ttabsorption capacity'r of the
Part icipating Countries.

3.2 The second important step in the devolution process is obviously that of
establishing criteria and standards which would have to be meE by national health
and other concerned services, before the activities in question could be devolved
upon a national administration with the assuraoce that onchocerciasis control
operations woul-d continue without impediment to their technical and operational
efficiency and effectiveness. Such criteria and standards will be determined by
and include technicaL, management and resources' consideration. Again, it r^ri11 to
a large extent fa11 on the Prograrnme staff to make proposals in this connexion.
The findings and reconrmendations concerning the identification of OCP activities
that might be graduaLly devolved within a comparatively near and more distant
future 1"." paia. 3.L above) and the proposals made regarding criteria and
standards for national infrastructures capable of continuing OCP activities would
then need to be considered and approved by CSA, by a grouP of experts rvith
experience of the Prograrmne (members of EAC), and by governments (rnembers of JPC).
The modalities of such consultations and the timeEable should be carefully worked
out.

3.3 OCP is in the process of organizing country visits in order to collect
information and data on the current siEuation regarding health and other services
of direct and indirecE relevance to onchocerciasis controL as well as the naEional
potential for strengthening and expansion, with a view to eventually assuming
operational responsibility for OCP activities, either on a multi-diseases control
basis or more independenlly. It is suggested that once the devolution activities
and the criteria and standards for devolution have been defined (see paras 3.1 and

3.2 above), and once the assessments of the country situations have been analysed'
it should be possible, by confronting the two, to prePare reasonable medium and

long-term forecasts as to which activities will be devolved upon which countries -
or 

"r".. 
within countries - with some degree of estimation regarding the timing of

this devolution process. In this connexion it might be worth stressing that the
transfer of OCP activities will occur at different times in different countrieg
(parts thereof) a facEor which will no doubt tend to complicate the Process. In
the first instance it will be incumbent on the OCP staff to make the analyses
referred to in the inmediately preceding paragraph and to make suggestions for
tentative devolution schedules. These suggestions would then be considered by CSA

and experts before approval by governments.
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3'4 rn connexion with countriesr preparation for eventually assuming operationalresponsibility for ocP activities (""" p.r". 3.3 above) "p""i.i-"o"sideration willneed to be given to-the training of national staff to be'"rproyJ in surveillanceand -control operations in their ovrn countries and Eo the future resourcesrequirements of Participating countri." 
"rrg"rra"J o, the devolution process. ocpwould assume a major role boih in respect io training and as regards the estimationof resources requirements. once the tentative devolution schedules have beenapproved (see Para. 3.3 above) a comprehensive training plan would have to beprepared and a corresponding trainini programme irpr.i.it.J iy- "t"rr of rheProgramne' Ttre ocP se"t"t.ii.t would also be responsible for estimating theresource needs of -Participating countries and to assist in identifying national,international and bilater;l selvices 1ikely to herp in meeting such needs. Therecorunendations made by ocP both in respect to training and; meeting resourceneeds would be considered and approved by csA, EAc members and governmentrepre sentat ives.

3'5 one constituent element of devolution which merics particuLar and carefulconsideration wilL be the development and rnaintenance of an intercountry facilitywhich will continue to exercise certain functions after ocp ceases operation at apoint of time when all Participating countri"" -h;". 
entered the maintenance phase.rhe actual functions, authority and- relationship of the intercountry facility withParticipating couutries as weli as its struct,rre, ,i.tring and f;;;i;g will have robe worked out with great care. However, aLready at this -early 

"i"g" it would seem
!ht! its principal functions would be to "rr"rrJ", in close collaboration with the
perfotmance of moniEoring and surveillance" operations ,ietri" ttre participatingcountries' to resPond without delay to requests for control measures best carriedout as intercountry activities (e.'g. aerial larviciding whene"".- r"q"i.ed) as welLas coordination, training and research. whether the inircount.y r""iii.ty wiLl takethe form of a ttmini-ocPrr or materialize in ."oti"i emanation will be a matter forconsideration during the months to come. what is important is that the relationshipbetween the facility and the Participating co,r.rtii.. be one of mutuar rrust andinterdependency. rL is suggested thai a piri.i.r.j proposaL for the constiturion,devel'opment and maintenance of the. intercount.y r."iiity u" pr.p.r.a uy ocp stafftaking into accounE the above considerations. "Thi; proposal would then be furtherdiscussed and eventually approved by CSA, EAC and JpC.

3'6 As mentioned in para. 3.3. above, it is 1ikely that participating countries,when gradually assuming operational responsibility for ocp activiii".,."y wish todo so on the basis of a multi-dir""".. control approach. rt will therefore benecessary to comence irunediately the identification of those diseases which couldtechnically and operationally be considered in the """r."t 
-oi 

;;i;-;;p..ach and rostudy the feasibility of its implementation under different conditions in thePrograrnne area. rn so doing, particular attention shouLd be given to the need formaintaining surveilLance and contror of onchocerciasis ; " priority on acontinu-ing basis, 3nd to the particular relationship that will exist betsreennational onchocerciasis activiiies and the operations of the inEercountryfacility' For this Purpose it would be necessari for the prograrrrme to work outpossible scenarios and to carry out indepth studies on the operational feasibilityof their implementation. This, obviously, would have to be done in closecollaboration with the Participating countrils and with the full support of the wHoRegionar office in Brazzaville. rhe results would eventually ue 
"o.r"iaered by csA,EAC and JPC.
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DEVOLUTION

Progress Report

1. Introduction

1.1 This report should be considered in conjunction with the preceding annex
(Annex 2, Doc.OCP/EAC4.1) which provides Ehe background for the devolution process
within the Onchocerciasis Control Progranme and sets forth the principles of and
approach to this process.

1.2 The present annex gives an account of the steps taken under OCP auspices. in
preparation for the devoLution process and of the plan of action for the Progranrme
in fhis respect.

2. OCP sponsored activities in the field of devolution

2.L In accordance with the wish expressed by the Independent Conrnission and by a
number of OCP bodies that due attention be given to the devolution process even at
this early stage, Director, OCP convened a Working Group of National Experts
(Ouagadougou 22-27 November 1982) to study the nodalities and implications of the
devolution process and to make recormnendations in this respect. The Groupts
conclusions concerned OCP activifies amenable to devolution on a short, medium and
I'ong-term basis, the national structures necessary for carrying out devolved
activities, the resources required at the national level, and an action plan in
respect to the devolution process.

2.2 An essentiaL element in any decisions to be taken regarding devolution r.rill be
the situation in the countries concerned in respect to the epidemiology of
onchocerciasis, the infrastructure (health and otherwise) at the national 1evel,
the resources available (manpower, equipment, supplies etc.) and the overall
absorptive capacity of the national health and heaLth-related administrations. In
order to gain some practical experience as to how best to obtain such information,
an OCP consultant visited one of the Participating Countries (Upper Volta) during
the month of April 1983. The report on this mission made a useful contribution !o
the deveLoPment of a meEhodology to be followed in the preparation for and conduct
of future country visits.

2.3 As mentioned in the preceding annex (Annex 2, Doc. OCP/EAC4.I) the issue of
devoLution has, since 1,982, been a recurrent item on the agenda of National,
Onchocerciasis Committees' (NOCs) sessions. Ihe discussion on this point et the
session in Lom6 (7-10 June 1983) was particularly useful insofar as the
participants had famil-iarized themselves thoroughly with the problems and
opportunities of devolution and took a highly realistic view as to the future
course to be followed.

2.4 The scientific and operational experience of OCP is of crucial importance when
it comes to the consideration of what can be devolved, when this can take place and
under which conditions. Director, OCP therefore recently called a meeting of a1L
senior staff of the Programme HQ in order Eo identify critical issues in the
devolution Process and cl"arifyr to the greatest possible extent, the eLements of
this process referred to above. The outcome of this internaL meeting was then used
as a contribution to the second session of the Working Group of National Experts
(see 2.5 below).
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2.5 The second session of the Working Group of NaEional Experts on Devolution was

held at OCP/HQ from 25-29 July 1983. This Group was particularly concerned with
the conditions (entomological, epidemiological, structural and resources) that must
be fulfi1led before any Programme activity might be considered for transfer to a

Participating Country. The Grot'p also drew up the terms of reference of, and

prepared a common reporting format for, missions to visit Ehe Participating
Countries in order to collect information and data essential for decisionrnaking
regarding devolution in a uniform manner. A detailed description of the activities
of the two main units of the Programme (VCU and EPI) was provided to members of the
I^Iorking Group and is summarized in Document OCP/EAC4, INF. DOC.1 (in-session
distribution). The Working Group also gave some preliminary thought to the future
intercountry facility, which will continue certain OCP activities once the
Programme ceases its operations, as well as to the potential problems connected
with the eventual transfer of OCP staff to national service.

3. Findi conclusions derivin from OCP nsored activities in the
devo

3.1 This section deals ruith the findings and recommendations emanating from the
various activiEies referred to in section 2 above, without specifying which of the
activities gave rise to particular findings and recommendations.

3.2 Certain operations, like ecological surveiLlance and monitoring of
socioeconomic development, have already, to some extent, been devolved upon
Participating Countries, the role of OCP being one of coordination and support.

3.3 1n Ehe comparatively short-term it should be possible to envisage the
devolution of epidemiological" surveillance to the national authorities once the
conditions in the country concerned are at a technically and operationally
satisfactory level still to be defined, and with the understanding that OCP wiLl
provide a continuing technicaL and administrative supervision and control. Special
ionsideration may need to be given Eo the ophthalrnological specialist examination
which, for reasons of standardization and economy, might remain an OCP

responsibility somewhat longer than the other epidemiological tests involved.

3.4 It is suggested that the devolution of entomological surveillance be planned
on a Longer term basis insofar as most of the component activities require a fairly
high 1eve1, of skil-ls and experience and also in view of the fact that the findings
of entomological monitoring are to a 1.arge extent determinant to the aerial
operations which will in all likelihood remain in the hands of OCP and of the
intercountry faciLity which will follow on OCP. One or thro comPonent activities
such as f1y capture, might, however, be devolved in a comParatively near future
whenever optimal conditions exist in a given area.

3.5 Before an area can be considered as having entered the maintenance phase a

number of technical conditions must be fu1fi1led, i.e. ABR less than 1000, ATP less
than 1,00, zero incidence of onchocerciasis and prevalence below LO"l as well as

absence of ocuLar microfilariae. The fact that an area moves into the maintenance
phase need not necessarily make it suitable for total devolution. It is only when

a certain technical structural, managerial and resource 1evel (yet to be clarified)
has been reached, that all transferable activities wil-1 be devolved in the area
concerned.

3.6 ltrhatever the extent and speed of devolution, a number of activities will
remain the responsibility of OCP, namely coordination, supervision/controt, aerial
operations, collection, analysis and distribution of operational data, training,
and research.
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4. Planned activities related to devoluBion

4.L Visits will be paid to all Participating Countries by OCP sponsored missions
in order to obtain information and data pertinent to the devolution process. These
missions, for which terms of reference have been prepared by the t^Iorking Group
mentioned in paragraph 2.5 above, will be fielded during the first half of 1984.
They will report according to a standard format also developed by the Working
Group. Preparatory work for the missions will consist of the preparation by OCP of
detailed accounts concerning Progranrne operations in each country as well as
preliminary reporting on local conditions by national health administrations.

4.2 OCP will continue and enhance its training programne with increasing emphasis
on preparing nationals for the devolution process.

4.3 The OCP secretariat will continue its study on the conditions for and
feasibility modalities of the gradual Eransfer of OCP activities to the national
Ievel. Ttris hri1l be done with a view Eo supporting OCP constituent bodies and the
I,tlorking Group on Devolution which will meet whenever required.

4.4 Special attention will be given to the functions, structure, operations,
financing and links with Participating Countries of the intercountry faciLity which
will continue some of the Progranrne activities once OCP ceases operations.
Although this issue has a political aspect it cannot be considered out of the
technical context. Even if this facility wil.1 not become operational for many years
to come it may not be too early to give some preliminary thoughts to how it will
eventually evolve, and the use of experienced consultants is foreseen in this
connexr.0n.

4.5 The preparations for and implementation of the devolution process will take a
long time and require the full collaboration of all governments concerned, of the
OCP staff and of the Working Group of Experts concerned with this subject. The
approach must be flexible to accomnodate new/unforeseen developments and
experimentation (i.e. nultidisease control including onchocerciasis surveillance)
might be ca1led for.
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OBJECTIVES

1. Past definitions and descriptions of OQP ob.iectives

1.1 Ttre objectives of the Orchocerciasis Control Progranrme (OCP) have been
formulated by differeot groups of pbople involved either in the preparetory phase
of the Prograrmne or in the Progranrme itself. Although some of these objectives
contained elements which have been useful in providing overall guidance to OCP they
were not, with one or tlro exceptions, sufficieutLy explicit to allow for
translation into more quantified sub-objectives in support of operationaL Programme
development. Ttris was understandable at a time when information on the resul.ts of
control operations, necessary for refining objectives, was sti11 rather limited.

1.2 It is interesting to note that the Preparatory Assistance Mission to the
Governments (PAG) concerned refrained from presenting the objectives of OCP under a
seParate heading in its report. Ttre Mission did, however, state, admittedly in
very .general terrtrs, that t'... the main objectives of the Progranrme envisaged(were): to combat a disease that is widespiead and severe in the arear and to
remove a major obstacle to economic development.rt (Page (ii) of the PAG report).
The only other reference to what might be considered an objective, but is in fact
more a principle of Prograrmne approach, is found on page 43 of the report: rrThe

proposed programne should, therefore, be based mainly on the destruction of the
vector and on the subsequent interrupEion of disease transmission.tr It is not
quite cLear what is meant by Itdestruction". Subsequent references in the same
section centre on t'S. damnosum coirtroltt while Ehe following statement is found on
page 242 ttThe intffilEiffif transmission thus calls for the almost cornplete
elimination of the vector and not just a simple reduction in its population size."

1.3 In 1977 t!l.e Scientific and Technical Advisory Conrmittee in its Annual Report to
the Joint Progranme Conrmittee (OCP/STAC/77.2) suggested the following objective of
OCP: "To reduce the impact of onchocerciasis to a sufficiently low level so that
it no longer represent.s either a public health problem or an obstacle to
socioeconomic development, and aLso to maintain and adjust control activities so as
to stabilize the disease at a tolerable level.tt. Ihis definiton is somewhat more
explicit than those mentioned above, aLthough it does beg the question as to where
on the disease intensity scaLe should onchocerciasis be located before it is
tolerable for the population. Furthetmore, if the latter part of the text is Eaken
Literally, it woul.d seem that control activities wouLd need to be continued ad
inf initum.

a tolerable leve1 of
Panel Working Group on
suggested in 1977 the

Ehroughout the OCP area
infecEed with Onchocerca
of the serious andvolvulus at the outset of the campaign, of a zero incidence

ocP 10.06.83
( Revi sed:09.08. 83)

1.4 On a more specific issue, namely that of defining
onchocerciasis in the cormnunity, a Scientific Advisory
Biomedical Criteria for Ressettlement in the OCP area
following requirements: ttThe attainment and maintenance
and among all persons living therein who were not already
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irreversible ocular lesions resulting from onchocerciasis: and, consequently, of a

zero incidence of serious visual handicap or bLindness due to this diseasett
(OCP/SAP/77.1, page 7). The Working Group further defined criteria for determining
acceptable risks of transmission in resettlement areas as well as the levels of
Onchocerca volvulus infections at and below which a zero incidence of serious
@1indnesswoul.doccur.A1thoughthesecriteriare1aEeonl.yto
one aspect of the concern of the Onchocerciasis Control Progranme it would seem
legitimate to accept the above requirements for tolerable 1evels and acceptabl,e
risks as operational guidance for the Prograrmne in view of the importance of
eye-Lesions within the onchocerciasis morbidity complex.

1..5 Two statements might be of inEerest, even if they tend to express more what the
Prograrmne is not intended to achieve than what are thettpositivett objectives of
OCP. In the final report of the WHO Independent Comrnission on the Long-Term
Prospects of the Onchocerciasis Control Prograrnme (August, 1981) the view is
expressed that "... the aim of the Programme is not to eradicate the disease ...tt
(page 57) while representatives at the third session of the Joint Programme
Conrnittee (December, 1982) were reminded by the Expert Advisory Cormnittee that rr...
the objective of the Programme was not to eradicate onchocerciasis, or to eliminate
Ehe blackfly from Africa - a completely impossible undertaking - but to reduce
transmission to such a level that the disease no l-onger presented a socioeconomic
problem" (;pC/3, page 13). In both cases the emphasis is on the impossibility of
achieving eradication by and within the time-frame of the Onchocerciasis Control
Progranme thus leaving the question open whether eradication or perhaps rather
elirnination is a realistic goal to be reached on a longer-term basis once the OCP

attack and maintenance operations have been successfully completed.

2. The need for re-consideration of OCP objectives

2.1 lt would appear from the above analysis that the need for more refined and
operations-oriented objectives has so far not been a serious preoccupation of OCP.
This, as suggested in paragraph 1.1 above, might be due to limited operational
experience at the outset of OCP and the concentretion on meeting a complex of
operational targets which in themselves were considered to be supportive of
reaching the overall general OCP objectives.

2.2 This approach has served the Prograrmne well and led to the current highly
satisfactory situation in the core of the OCP area coming near to the point where
the impact of onchocerciasis tr... no longer represents either a public health
problem or an obstacl.e to socioeconomic devel"opment ...tt (see paragraph 1..3
above). It is therefore only natural that those concerned with the Prograrnme,
Participating and Donor Countries, Sponsoring Agencies, the scientific connnunity
and the staff, are nor4, becoming increasingly interested in how the Prograrmne will
develop on a long-term basis which impl.ies as e starting point, the definiton and
refinement of objectives. In thie connexion the Joint Progranme Committee (JPC) at
its third session (December,1982) when considering the western and Southern
extensions, emphasized inter alia the need for working out a long-term strategy for
the Progranune (JPc/3, p;E;til.-subsequently, the comrnittee of Sponsoring Agencies
(CSA) at its twelfth session (February, 1983) stressed the importance of clarifying
the objectives of the Programme in the first instance and insisted that a document
containing appropriate definitions be prepared for the attention of the JPC in
December, 1984 (ocP/csA/Lz, page 5)
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3. General consideratlons in defining OCP

3.1 The purpose of defining or clarifying the objectives of Ehe Progranrne is
essentially to provide the basie for the preparation of long-term strategies as
mentioned under 2.2 above. As a corollary, the process of working out objectives
wilL help to identify issues crucial for decisionrnaking in preparing
strategy-options or requiring further studies and research before they may qualify
for consideration in strategy development. It should be stressed that strategies
to all intents and purposes will continue to be based essentialLy on aerial
application of larvicides. In this connexion an objective is meant to express an
expected situation resulting from planned activities which in EhemseLves are
supporting objectives (see also 3.3 below). Objectives should therefore be
distinguished from strategies designed to achieve a desired result, the means'to be
applied to that end, and the measurements used for monitoring of operations.

3.2 Although the isrnediate need is that of preparing objectives for OCP as such
(i.e. until the date when Programme operations cease) it is underslood that there
will be a gradual process of devolution of activities to national health
authorities before OCP is discontinued and that a precondition for achieving the
anticipated results on a continuing basis wilL be the maintenance of appropriate
and effective surveillance and control measures in Ehe Participating Countries,
with the support of an inEercountry facility, after the OCP period. In setting
Long-term objectives it would therefore be legitimate to go beyond that period and
take into consideration national activities during the post-OCP phase.

3.3 Objectives for a Progranrme like OCP could falL into different categories.
There would be one comprehensive technicat objective stating the desired
epidemiological situation in the Programme area at the end of OCP operations and
beyond that point of time when countries have assumed fu11 responsibility for
onchocerciasis su;veillance and conEroL within their national boundaries. In
conjunction with this overaLl objective Ehere would be a need to develop a number
of more operational supporting objectives, essentially strategy-determining in
nature, followed by sub-objectives which would possibly relate to comparatively
short time-spans, representiog distinctive operational phases, and refLect
different levels/combinations of Programme activities. Sub-objectives would, to
some extent, express operational approaches. An anaLysis of sub-objectives in
terms of determining the resources, organization and time-frame for them to be met
will serve the purpose of target-setting which is eventually a translation - during
the process of strategy deveLopment - of sub-objectives into quantified whoLLy
operational Eerms. To situate the process of objectives-definition within the
context of Progranmre management it is tempting to suggest that objectives and
sub-objectives relate essentially to strategies while targets are connected with
tactics.

3.4 In a Programme like OCP

preoccupations. The objectives
preoccupations and in such a r^ray

the various groups of partners
should be formulated to account for
as to generate a consensus among all

have different
these different
partners.

4. Proposed obiectives of the OCP and post-OCP operations

4.1 Orerall final objective:

The eliminination of onchocerciasis as a disease of public health and
socioeconomic importance throughout the OCP area and the removal of the risk of
reinfestation of the disease within this area.
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4.2 General,

4.2.L

4.2.2

4.2.3

4.2.4

4.3 General,
earlier) :

4. 3.1

supporting objectives (during period of OCP operations):

to reduce and/or naintain the reduction of onchocerciasis
prevalence within the OCP area to a level below which transmission is
def initively interrupted ;

to safeguard against reintroducEion of transmission of onchocerciasis
caused by infective simulii and infected migrants entering the
Progranune area;

to build up in Participating Countries, with the support of OCP,
national surveillance and control systems which will allow action to
be taken to avoid the reintroduction of onchocerciasis into the
Programme areal

to identify, with the support of OCP, an intercountry facility which
will serve the Participating Countries in terms of colLecting,
analysing and distributing onchocerciasis surveillance information
and of providing operational assistance to Participating Countries.

supporting objective (during post-OCP period buE gradually implemented

to continue, within and by countries themselves, with the support of
the intercountry facility, adequate entomological and epidemiological
surveillance, as formerly undertaken by OCP, with a view to making
appropriate arrangements for irmnediate suppression of any
reinfestation of onchocerciasis that may occur.

4.4 Sub-objectives (operational approach) :

4.4.1 to reach a prevalence of onchocerciasis and to obtain ABR/ATP levels
below which the risk of transmission is- negligible and the Programme
thus moves into the maintenance phaser eventually to be conducted
on the basis of devoluEion;

to safeguard against reintroduction of transmission, either by
conducting OCP-Iike operations in Western extension area or by
reinforcing control in inner periphery of present Prograrnme area with
additional methods; the first alEernative implies that those
countries involved in the l.testern extension become Participaring
Countries and the overall final objective and supporting objectives
would therefore apply to them (this obviously implies that the
preconditions for the Western extension are met; as these operations
would in alL likelihood be conducted on a zonal phasing basis,

4.4.2

D.r

rthe main criterion for entering
ceases to be a constant component of

the maintenance phase is that vector control
OCP operations.
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starting next co the ocP area, the. maintenance phase in that lrea
might be reached in a staged manner); -the second alternatlve would
ref,,rire the introduction of control methods additional and

complementary to aerial vector conErol (this would continue
inaetinitety, alEhough greatly reduced if new diagnostic means and

chemoiherapy became available, unless the Western extension
materializei in which case the reinforced control wquld cease once
the results of the extension programne guaranteed the protection of
the maintenance area from reinfestation);

L.4.3 to ensure through close coltaboration betereen Pertlcipating
Countries, OCP and Donor Countries, that the health administrations
concerned are full-y capable of and ready to undertake maintenanec
activitiee within their own territories at the end of OCP operadione,
following a mu!.tidisease control approach, as and when applicable,
and beinl supported by an intercountry facility on a t'mutual trust
and inter-dependencytt basis (see also objecEives 4.2.3t 4.2.4 and
4.3.L above; this process of devolution would develop gradually but
not be fully operationel before a country has entered Ehe maintcnance
phase for the whole of its territory);

4.4,4

4.4.5

4.4.6

to carry out, under the auspices of and according to a plan prepared
by OCp, a training programme for nationals of the Participating
Countries with a view to ensuring that qualified and experienced
staff be ready to assume responsibility for devolution activitiea as
and when these are detached from OCP;

to continue maintenance activities until elimination
onchocerciasis is achieved;

of

to conduct research and undertake studies in respect to a number of
crirical issues, with priority being given to the following which are
of crucial importance to attaining the above objectives and
subobjectives:

- the development of new non-organophosphorous I'arvicides

- epidemiological and operational problems connected with reinvasion

- impact. of forest onchocerciasis

- idenrifying morbidity and ABR/ATP Ieve1s below which Eransmission
is negligible and vector control can be discontinued

- development of inrmunological diagnostic techniques

- development of
chemo Eherapeut icum

an effecEive and easily administered

- principles and modalities of the devolution process.

Ttre interrelationship between the different 1evels of objectives is presented
graphicall,y on page 6.
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